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QUESTION 1

Which step must be performed before enabling a new inventory organization in SCM cloud for collection from Manage
Upstream and Downstream Source System Task? 

A. Add the Organization against the OPS destination system. 

B. Add the Organization against the OPS source system manually. 

C. Refresh the Organization List against the Oracle Planning and Sourcing (OPS) source system. 

D. Create a new source system for each organization. 

Correct Answer: C 

https://docs.oracle.com/en/cloud/saas/supply-chain-management/r13- update17d/faivc/implementing-planning-source-
systems-and-profile-options.html#FAIVC134911 

 

QUESTION 2

You want to decrease the implementation time for Order Management by using the Quick Start feature. Select the
accurate list of four areas that you can configure by using the Quick Start feature. 

A. Objects in receiving, objects in advanced fulfillment, default pick release attributes for the shipping parameters of
inventory facilities, and orchestration process for shipping and returning an order 

B. Default general shipping parameters, objects in order management parameters, default pick release attributes for the
shipping parameters of inventory facilities, and orchestration process for shipping and returning an order 

C. Default general shipping parameters, objects in order management parameters, objects in advanced fulfillment, and
orchestration process for shipping and returning an order 

D. Objects in advanced fulfillment, default pick release attributes for the shipping parameters of inventory facilities,
objects in receiving, objects in order management parameters 

E. Default general shipping parameters, objects in receiving, default pick release attributes for the shipping parameters
of inventory facilities, and orchestration process for shipping and returning an order 

Correct Answer: D 

 

QUESTION 3

Which three attributes in the orchestration process definition utilize Oracle business rules to make runtime decisions for
process behavior? (Choose three.) 

A. Cost of Change 

B. Exit Criteria 

C. Line Selection Criteria 
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D. Start After conditions 

E. Evaluation Sequence 

Correct Answer: BCD 

https://docs.oracle.com/en/cloud/saas/supply-chain-management/r13-update17d/faiom/setting- up-orchestration-
processes.html#FAIOM211469 

 

QUESTION 4

What flow is depicted in the diagram below? 

A. Drop Ship 

B. Back-to-back 

C. Configure to order 

D. Consignment order 

E. Internal Transfer 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 5

You are using collaboration messaging to send an advanced shipment notice to a trading partner. You see an error with
the status "B2B Error." What does this status indicate? 

A. It indicates that collaboration messaging is not supported in Order Management. 

B. It indicates that the message has not been delivered because of a validation error in Collaboration Messaging
Framework. 

C. It indicates that the SOA suite could not deliver the message because of a configuration or processing error. 

D. It indicates that the message has not been processed because an administrator has put it on hold. 

E. It indicates that the message has not been delivered because of a configuration or processing error in Collaboration
Messaging Framework. 

Correct Answer: E 
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